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On the On the shouldersshoulders of of giantsgiants::

a new era of neutrino physics ?a new era of neutrino physics ?

• We have still a lot to learn on neutrino properties (M/ DM/ D) and 

mass matrix  however…

•• Now  we know the fate of neutrinos andNow  we know the fate of neutrinos and we can learnwe can learn a lot a lot 

from from neutrinos.neutrinos.
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GeoGeo--Neutrinos : a new probe of Neutrinos : a new probe of 

EarthEarth’’s interiors interior

�� What is the amount of U, What is the amount of U, ThTh and and 4040K in K in 

the Earth?the Earth?

�� Determine  the radiogenic Determine  the radiogenic 

contribution to terrestrial heat flowcontribution to terrestrial heat flow

�� Get information about the  origin of Get information about the  origin of 

the Earth.the Earth.

�� Test  a fundamental geochemical Test  a fundamental geochemical 

paradigm: the Bulk paradigm: the Bulk SylicateSylicate EarthEarth

Neutrino flowNeutrino flow

Heat flowHeat flow
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A lesson from BrunoA lesson from Bruno PontecorvoPontecorvo::

from neutrons to neutrinosfrom neutrons to neutrinos

Neutron Well Logging Neutron Well Logging -- A New Geological Method A New Geological Method 

Based on Nuclear PhysicsBased on Nuclear Physics, Oil and Gas Journal, 

1941, vol.40, p.32-33.1942.

•An application of Rome celebrated study on slow 

neutrons, the neutron logthe neutron log is an instrument 

sensitive to Hydrogen containing substances 

(=water and hydrocarbons), used for oil and water 

prospection.

•Now that we know the fate of neutrinos, we can learn a 

lot from neutrinos.

•The determination of the radiogenic contribution to  

Earth  energetics is an important scientific question, 

possibily the first fruit we can get from neutrinos.
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GeoGeo--neutrinos: antineutrinos: anti--neutrinos from the Earthneutrinos from the Earth
�� Uranium, Thorium and Potassium in the Earth release             Uranium, Thorium and Potassium in the Earth release             

heat together with antiheat together with anti--neutrinos, in a well fixed ratio: neutrinos, in a well fixed ratio: 

�� Earth emits (mainly) antineutrinos, Sun shines in neutrinos.Earth emits (mainly) antineutrinos, Sun shines in neutrinos.

�� GeoGeo--neutrinos from U and neutrinos from U and ThTh ((not not from K)  are above from K)  are above tresholdtreshold for  for  
inverse inverse β β β β β β β β on protonson protons::::::::

�� Different components can be distinguished due to different energDifferent components can be distinguished due to different energy y 
spectra:  antispectra:  anti--νννννννν with  highest energy  are from Uranium with  highest energy  are from Uranium 

MeVnep 8.1−+→+ +ν
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Probes of the Probes of the 
EarthEarth ’’s s 
interiorinterior
�� Deepest hole is Deepest hole is 

about 12 km.about 12 km.

�� The crust (and the The crust (and the 

upper mantle only) upper mantle only) 

are directly are directly 

accessible to accessible to 

geochemical geochemical 

analysis. analysis. 

�� Seismology Seismology 

reconstructs density reconstructs density 

profile (not profile (not 

composition) composition) 

throughout all earth.throughout all earth.

��

crust

Upper mantle

•Geo-neutrinos can 
bring information 
about the 
chemical 
composition (U,Th
and K) of the whole 

Earth.
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Uranium in the  Earth: Uranium in the  Earth: 
observational data observational data 
on the cruston the crust

•Crust is the tiny envelope                                      

of the Earth, distinguished from                                

the underlying mantle by a clear                                

(Moho) seismic discontinuity. 

•Continental and oceanic crust  have different origin and U abundance. 

•By combining data on Uranium                                    

abundances from selected samples                                

with geological maps of Earth’s                                                               

crust one concludes:

mmCC(U)=(0.3(U)=(0.3--0.4)100.4)101717kgkg

•Most of the uncertainty   from                                  the 

lower portion of the crust 
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The amount of Uranium in the  Earth: The amount of Uranium in the  Earth: 

cosmocosmo--chemical argumentschemical arguments
• The material form which Earth formed is generally believed     

to have  same composition as CI-chondrites. 

•By taking into account losses and fractionation in the initial Earth                                                            

one builds the “Bulk Silicate Earth” ((BSEBSE),), the standard geochemical 

paradigm  which predicts:      

m(U)=(0.7m(U)=(0.7--0.9) 100.9) 101717kgkg

•Remark: The BSE  is grounded on  

solid geochemical + cosmochemical

arguments, it provides a composition 

of the Earth in agreement with  most 

observational data, however it lacks a 

direct observational test.

BSE
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Where is the rest of Uranium?Where is the rest of Uranium?

•According to BSE, crust contains about one half 

of the total Uranium amount

•Uranium is a lithophile elements, believed (by 

geochemists) to be absent from the core.

•So the remaining half should be in the mantle:

•A) according to geochemists, mainly in the lower 

part.

•B) geophysics, indicating a globally 

homogeneous mantle, suggests an uniform 

distribution within the mantle.

Geo-chemistry

Geo-physics
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Heat released from Heat released from 

the Earththe Earth
•The tiny flux of heat coming from  

the Earth (ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ ≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ 60 mW/m60 mW/m22)) when 
integrated over the Earth surface 

gives a total flow: 

HHEE = (30= (30-- 45)TW45)TW

•It is equivalent to 104 nuclear power 

plants.

•Warning: the classical 44±±±±1 1 1 1 TW 
(Pollack 93) recently revised to the 

“old” 31 ±±±±1 1 1 1 TW (Hofmeister &Criss
04)

••What is  its origin?What is  its origin?
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Global heat flow estimates range from 30 to 44 TW …
Estimates of the radiogenic contribution ,… based on 
cosmochemical considerations, vary from 19 to 31 TW. Thus, 
there is either a good balance between current input and 
output, as was once believed … or there is a serious missing 
heat source problem, up to a deficit of 25 TW…

20042004

••Determination of the radiogenic component is importantDetermination of the radiogenic component is important.

BSE
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•For each elements there is a well fixed relationship between 

heat presently produced and its mass:

where units are TW and  1017kg.

• Since  m(Th) : m(U):m(40K)=4:1:1                                                    

one has:

•Present radiogenic heat                                         

production cannot exceed heat                                   

released   from Earth: 

m(U)<1.8 10m(U)<1.8 101717kgkg

HR = 9.5 m(U) + 2.7  m(Th) + 3.6 m(40K)

How much Uranium can be tolerated by How much Uranium can be tolerated by 

Earth Earth energeticsenergetics??

HR = 24 M(U) 
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�� From m(U) one immediately derives the geoFrom m(U) one immediately derives the geo--neutrino neutrino 
luminosity L, and an estimate for the flux luminosity L, and an estimate for the flux ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ≈≈L/4L/4ππππππππRREarthEarth

22

�� Fluxes are of order 10Fluxes are of order 1066 ν ν ν ν ν ν ν ν cmcm--22 ss--1 1 ,, same as same as 88B.B.

�� From spectrum and cross section one gets the signal:From spectrum and cross section one gets the signal:

�� Signal is expressed in                                          Signal is expressed in                                          
Terrestrial Neutrino Units:Terrestrial Neutrino Units:

1 TNU = 1event /(101 TNU = 1event /(1032 32 protprot .. yr)yr)

(1kton LS contains  0.8 10(1kton LS contains  0.8 1032 32 protprot ))

Order of magnitude estimate for the signalOrder of magnitude estimate for the signal

1
32126
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�� ½½ of the signal  of the signal  

from within 200 kmfrom within 200 km

�� This requires a detailed This requires a detailed 

geochemical & geochemical & 

geophysical study of the geophysical study of the 

area.area.

�� It is It is unsensitiveunsensitive to m(U) to m(U) 

The geoThe geo--neutrino signal and the Uranium mass: neutrino signal and the Uranium mass: 

the strategythe strategy

�� The remaining The remaining ½½ from the from the 

rest of the world.rest of the world.

�� this is the part that brings  this is the part that brings  

information on m(U)information on m(U)

•Goal is in   determining  m(U) from geo- neutrino 
measurements. 

•Signal will also depend on where detector is located:

•For m(U)=mBSE we expect at Kamioka:
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The rest of the world.The rest of the world.
•Signal depends on the value of Uranium mass  
and on its distribution inside  Earth.

•For a fixed m(U), the signal is maximal (minimal) 
when Uranium is as close  (far) as possible to to 
detector:

•Given m(U), the  signal from                                    
the rest of  the world is fixed                                 
within ±10%

HomogHomog..Rich Rich High High 

RetreatedRetreatedPoorPoorLowLow

U in the U in the 

MantleMantle
U in the U in the 

CrustCrust
SignalSignal

[T
N

U
]

Full 
Rad.min

Contributed Signal 

from Rest of the world 
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The region near The region near KamiokaKamioka

Kamioka

�� Use a geochemical study of Use a geochemical study of 
the Japan upper crust    the Japan upper crust    

(scale (scale ¼¼ 00x x ¼¼ 00)                )                
and  detailed measurements of and  detailed measurements of 
crust depth.crust depth.

�� Use selected values for LCUse selected values for LC

�� Take into account:Take into account:
--(3(3σσσσσσσσ) errors on sample activity ) errors on sample activity 
measurementsmeasurements

--Finite resolution of geochemical Finite resolution of geochemical 
studystudy

--Uncertainty from the Japan sea  Uncertainty from the Japan sea  
crust characterizationcrust characterization

--Uncertainty from Uncertainty from subductingsubducting plates plates 
below Japan below Japan 

--Uncertainty of seismic Uncertainty of seismic 
measurementsmeasurements

�� In In thisthis way the way the 
accuracyaccuracy on the on the locallocal
contributioncontribution can can bebe
matchedmatched withwith the the 
uncertaintyuncertainty of the of the 
globalglobal estimate.estimate.
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GeoGeo--neutrino signal at neutrino signal at KamiokaKamioka and Uranium and Uranium 

mass in the Earthmass in the Earth

1) 1) UraniumUranium measuredmeasured in in 
the the crustcrust impliesimplies a a 
signalsignal of at of at leastleast 18 18 
TNUTNU

2) 2) EarthEarth energeticsenergetics
impliesimplies the the signalsignal
doesdoes notnot exceedexceed 46 46 
TNUTNU

3) 3) BSEBSE predictspredicts a a signalsignal
betweenbetween 23  and 31 23  and 31 
TNUTNU

Geo-neutrino detection can 

provide a direct test of BSE 

prediction.
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•KamLAND already provided a first 

glimpse S(U+Th)=(82±52stat.) TNU 

•KamLAND  is analyzing data for 

geo-neutrinos now…

•Need to subtract reactor events, 

may be 10 times as  many as geo-

neutrino events.

•Borexino  at Gran Sasso will have 

smaller mass but better geo/reactor .                           

•At Baksan Mikaelyan et al. are 

considering 1Kton detector, again 

far from nuclear reactors.

•LENA in Finland envisages a 

30Kton LS detector

S [TNU]

•At SNO there are plans of moving to 

liquid scintillator after physics D20 is 

completed. With   low reactor 

background, well in the middle of 

Canadian shield (an “easy 

“geological situation) it will have  

excellent  opportunitiesexcellent  opportunities.

“Se son rose, fioriranno…”

Looking forward to new dataLooking forward to new data
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AppendixAppendix
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The The canonicalcanonical Bulk Bulk SilicateSilicate
EarthEarth paradigmparadigm

�� CI CI chondriticchondritic meteoritesmeteorites are are consideredconsidered asas
representativerepresentative of the primitive material of the of the primitive material of the solarsolar
system. system. 

�� EarthEarth’’s  s  globalglobal compositioncomposition isis generallygenerally estimatedestimated
fromfrom thatthat of CI of CI byby usingusing geochemicalgeochemical argumentsarguments, , 
whichwhich account account forfor lossloss and and fractionationfractionation duringduring planetplanet
formationformation..

�� In In thisthis way  the Bulk way  the Bulk SilicateSilicate EarthEarth (BSE) model  (BSE) model  isis
builtbuilt..

�� ItIt describesdescribes the the ““primitive primitive mantlemantle”” i.e.:i.e.:

-- subsequentsubsequent toto core core formationformation. . 

-- priorprior toto the the differentiationdifferentiation betweenbetween crustcrust and and mantlemantle

�� ItIt isis assumedassumed toto describedescribe the the presentpresent crustcrust plus plus 
mantlemantle..

�� ItIt isis a a fundamentalfundamental geochemicalgeochemical paradigmparadigm, , consistentconsistent
withwith mostmost observationsobservations. . ItIt shouldshould bebe testedtested. . 

PM
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U, U, ThTh and K and K accordingaccording toto BSEBSE

�� GlobalGlobal massesmasses of U, of U, ThTh and K are and K are estimatedestimated withwith accuracyaccuracy of  of  ±±15%15%

�� Radiogenic Heat and neutrino Luminosity can be immediately Radiogenic Heat and neutrino Luminosity can be immediately 
calculatedcalculated::

�� AmountsAmounts U, U, ThTh and K and K inferredinferred forfor the the mantlemantle are are comparablecomparable toto thosethose
observedobserved in the in the crustcrust

�� Total radiogenic Total radiogenic heatheat production (19 TW) production (19 TW) isis aboutabout ½½ of of observedobserved heatheat
flowflow, , withwith comparablecomparable contributioncontribution fromfrom U and U and ThTh..

�� Neutrino Neutrino luminosityluminosity isis dominateddominated byby K. K. ThTh and U and U givegive comparablecomparable
contributionscontributions..

21.621.63.33.30.80.84040KK

5.05.08.58.53.13.1ThTh

5.95.97.67.60.80.8UU

LLνννννννν(10(10(10(10(10(10(10(102424242424242424////////s)s)HHRR(TW)(TW)M(10M(101717kg)kg)
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From luminosity From luminosity 

to fluxesto fluxes
�� Anti neutrino fluxes are of the Anti neutrino fluxes are of the 

order  order  Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ ≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈LLνννννννν/S/SEarthEarth ≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ 101066 cmcm--22 ss--11

[as for solar B[as for solar B--neutrinos].neutrinos].

�� The flux at a specific site can The flux at a specific site can 

be calculated from total be calculated from total 

amounts of  radioactive nuclei amounts of  radioactive nuclei 

and their distribution.and their distribution.

�� The crust contribution can be The crust contribution can be 

estimated  by using  geological estimated  by using  geological 

maps of Earth crust (which maps of Earth crust (which 

distinguish CC from OC and distinguish CC from OC and 

also distinguish several layers also distinguish several layers 

in the CC). in the CC). 

�� The  geochemistThe  geochemist’’s mantle  model s mantle  model 

is layered,  the upper part being is layered,  the upper part being 

impoverished, abundance in the impoverished, abundance in the 

lower part  being chosen so as to lower part  being chosen so as to 

satisfy BSE mass balance.  satisfy BSE mass balance.  
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A reference BSE A reference BSE 

geogeo--neutrino model*neutrino model*
�� Event yields from U and Event yields from U and ThTh

over the globe have been over the globe have been 
calculated by using: calculated by using: 

-- observational data for Crust observational data for Crust 
and UM and UM 

-- the BSE constraint for LMthe BSE constraint for LM

-- best fit best fit νννννννν--oscillation oscillation 
parametersparameters

�� Predicted events are about 30 Predicted events are about 30 
per kilotonper kiloton..yr, depending on yr, depending on 
location.location.

�� ¾¾ originate from U, originate from U, ¼¼ from from ThTh
decay chainsdecay chains

*Mantovani et al PRD-2003

Neutrino flowNeutrino flow

Events /(1032 p .yr)  εεεε=100%
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TestingTesting the Bulk the Bulk SilicateSilicate
EarthEarth withwith geogeo --neutrinos*neutrinos*
�� BSE BSE fixesfixes the  total U mass ( the  total U mass ( toto ±±15%)15%)

�� The minimal (maximal)  flux is obtained by The minimal (maximal)  flux is obtained by 
putting the sources as far (as close) as  putting the sources as far (as close) as  
possible.possible.

�� The predicted flux contribution The predicted flux contribution fromfrom distantdistant
sourcessources in the in the crustcrust and in the and in the mantlemantle isis
thusthus fixedfixed withinwithin ±±20%.20%.

�� A A detaileddetailed investigationinvestigation of the of the regionregion nearnear
the detector the detector hashas toto bebe performedperformed, , forfor
reducingreducing the  the  uncertaintyuncertainty fromfrom fluctuationsfluctuations
of the of the locallocal abundancesabundances..

�� A A fivefive--ktonkton detector detector operatingoperating over over fourfour
yearsyears at a site at a site relativelyrelatively far far fromfrom nuclearnuclear
power power plantsplants can can measuremeasure the the geogeo--neutrinoneutrino
signalsignal withwith 5% 5% accuracyaccuracy

*Mantovani et al Hep-ph/0401085, JHEP

min

max

ItIt willwill provideprovide a direct a direct 
test of a test of a fundamentalfundamental
geochemicalgeochemical paradigmparadigm
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A word of A word of cautioncaution
�� CI CI basedbased Bulk Bulk SilicateSilicate EarthEarth (BSE) (BSE) isis the standard model of the standard model of 

geochemistsgeochemists and and itsits geogeo--neutrinoneutrino predictionspredictions are are ratherrather wellwell defineddefined. . 
ItIt doesdoes notnot meanmean theythey are are correctcorrect..

�� GeoGeo--neutrinosneutrinos offeroffer a probe a probe forfor testingtesting thesethese predictionspredictions..

�� Alternative Alternative modelsmodels can can bebe envisagedenvisaged..

�� A 40 TW (fully) radiogenic model ( A 40 TW (fully) radiogenic model ( withwith 4O4OK:U:Th=1:1:4) at 40 TW K:U:Th=1:1:4) at 40 TW isis
notnot excludedexcluded byby observationalobservational data. data. 

�� ItIt needsneeds M(U, M(U, ThTh,K)=2x M,K)=2x MBSEBSE(U,(U,ThTh,K), ,K), mostmost beingbeing hiddenhidden in LMin LM

8585585853532727FulFul--

RadRad

6262393933331212BSEBSE

HimalayHimalay

aa
GSGSKamKamHawaiiHawaii

Events /(1032 p .yr)  εεεε=100%

• Experiments should be

designed so as to provide

discrimination between

BSE and FUL-RAD
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�� The crust (and the upper The crust (and the upper 

mantle only) are directly mantle only) are directly 

accessible to geochemical accessible to geochemical 

analysis. analysis. 

�� U, K and Th are  U, K and Th are  ““lithofilelithofile””, so , so 

they accumulate in the they accumulate in the 

(continental) crust.(continental) crust.

�� U In the U In the crustcrust isis: : 

MMcc(U) (U) ≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ (0.3(0.3--0.4)100.4)101717KgKg..

�� The The ≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ 30 Km crust should 30 Km crust should 
contains roughly as much as contains roughly as much as 
the the ≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ 3000 km deep  mantle.3000 km deep  mantle.

�� ConcerningConcerning otherother elementselements::

ThTh/U /U ≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ 4* and 4* and 4040K/U K/U ≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ 11

Where are U, Th and K?Where are U, Th and K?

�� For the lower mantle essentially no For the lower mantle essentially no 

direct information: one relies on  direct information: one relies on  

data from meteorites through geodata from meteorites through geo--

((cosmocosmo))--chemical  (BSE) modelchemical  (BSE) model……

�� According to geochemistry, no U, According to geochemistry, no U, 

ThTh and K should be present in the and K should be present in the 

core.core.

crust

U. M.

Core
L. M.
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UnUn--orthodox models: orthodox models: 

Potassium in the core?Potassium in the core?

•Earth looks depleted by a factor of   seven with                

respect to CI meteorites.

•It has been suggested that missing  Potassium                   

might have been buried  in the Earth core  (although litophile elements 

are not expected there).

•It could provide the energy source of the terrestrial magnetic field and a 

huge contribution to Earth energetics Hr(K)=3.3 x7=23 TW, solving the 

missing heat problem.

• The flux of Anti-νννν from 40K at KamLAND would be 108cm-2s-1, but they 

are below threshold for inverse ββββ. 

•Indirectly, one can learn on K  from U and Th geo-neutrinos: if U and Th

are found to satisfy energy balance, no place is left for 40K.

crust
U. M

Core L. M
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Heretical Heretical 

models: a models: a 

nuclear nuclear 

reactor in the reactor in the 

core?core?

�� HerndonHerndon proposedproposed thatthat a a largelarge fractionfraction of of UraniumUranium hashas beenbeen collectedcollected
at the at the centercenter of the Earth, forming  a natural 3of the Earth, forming  a natural 3--6 TW (breeder) reactor.6 TW (breeder) reactor.

�� Fission should provide the energy source for Fission should provide the energy source for magmag. field, a contribution . field, a contribution 
to missing heat, and the source of to missing heat, and the source of ““highhigh”” 33He/He/44He flow from Earth.He flow from Earth.

�� RaghavanRaghavan has considered possible  detection by means of  has considered possible  detection by means of  ““reactor reactor 
type antineutrinostype antineutrinos””: a 1Kton detector  in US can reach 3: a 1Kton detector  in US can reach 3σσσσσσσσ in one year.in one year.

�� Time dependence of man made reactor signal could be exploited. Time dependence of man made reactor signal could be exploited. 

2 4 6 8      Evis[MeV]
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KAMLAND: a first KAMLAND: a first 

important glimpseimportant glimpse
•From six months data (0.14.1032 p.yr) 

the KamLAND  best fit is 

N(U)=4N(U)=4 and N(Th)=5N(Th)=5

•This results from 32 counts with       

P.E.< 2.6 MeV (20 attributed to reactor 

and 3 to B.G.) .

N(N(ThTh+U) = 9 +U) = 9 ±± √√ (Counts) = 9 (Counts) = 9 ±± 6*6*

•The error* is  dominated by fluctuations 

of reactor counts.

•The result is essentially consistent with 

any model , Hr=(0-100 TW).

•Wait and see…
* our estimate

0

2

4

6

8

10

Th+U

BSE
FUL-RAD
KAM 
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A few references*A few references*

FiorentiniFiorentini et al PL 2002et al PL 2002

KamlandKamland collcoll, PRL Dec.2002, PRL Dec.2002

RaghavanRaghavan 20022002

CarmignaniCarmignani et al PR 2003et al PR 2003

NunokawaNunokawa et al JHEP 2003et al JHEP 2003

Mitsui ICRC 2003Mitsui ICRC 2003

MiramontiMiramonti 20032003

Mikaelyan et al 2003Mikaelyan et al 2003

McKeownMcKeown VogelVogel, , 20042004

Fields, Hochmuth 2004Fields, Hochmuth 2004

Fogli et al 2004Fogli et al 2004

G.EderG.Eder, , NucNuc. Phys. 1966. Phys. 1966

G Marx  Czech J. Phys. 1969,PR G Marx  Czech J. Phys. 1969,PR ‘‘8181

Krauss Krauss GlashowGlashow, Schramm, Nature , Schramm, Nature ‘‘8484

Kobayashi  Kobayashi  FukaoFukao GeophGeoph. Res. . Res. LettLett ‘‘9191

RaghavanRaghavan SchoenertSchoenert Suzuki PRL Suzuki PRL ‘‘9898

RotschildRotschild Chen Chen CalapriceCalaprice, , ‘‘9898

-Geo-neutrinos  were introduced by G Eder and first discussed by G Marx

-More refs in the last 2 years than in previous 30.

-Most in the list are  theoreticians,  experimentalists added recently.

*Apologize for missing refs.
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What is the source of What is the source of 

terrestrial heat?terrestrial heat?
J Verhoogen, in “Energetics of Earth” (1980)(1980)

•“…What emerges from this morass of fragmentary and 

uncertain data is that radioactivityradioactivity itself could possibly 

account for at least 60 per cent if not 10060 per cent if not 100 per cent of the 

Earth’s heat output”.

•“If one adds  the greater rate of radiogenic heat production in 

the past, possible release of gravitational energy (original 

heat, separation of the core…) tidal friction … and possible 

meteoritic impact … the total supplytotal supply of energy may seem 

embarassinglyembarassingly largelarge…”

••Determination of the radiogenic component is importantDetermination of the radiogenic component is important.
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GeoGeo--neutrino spectraneutrino spectra
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GeoGeo--neutrino event  spectrum at neutrino event  spectrum at KamiokaKamioka
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Sun and Earth  Sun and Earth  

energy inventoryenergy inventory

M= 2 1030 Kg 

R=7 108m 

Np=M/mp=1057

H=4 1026W

• The present heat flow H can be sustained by an energy source 

U for an  age  t provided that U>HtU>Ht :

Sun [yr] Earth [yr]

•a)chemistry: U≈≈≈≈ (0.1eV)Np -> tch=2 103 tch= 5 105 101010

•b)gravitation U≈≈≈≈GM 2/R -> tgr=3 107 tgr= 3 103 101111

•c)nuclear U≈≈≈≈ (1MeV)Np -> ttnunu=2 10=2 101010 tnu= 5 105 1099

••OnlyOnly nuclear energy is important for sustaining the Solar 

luminosity over the sun age, t=4.5 109 y (as proven by Gallium 

solar neutrino experiments).

••AllAll energy sources seem capable to sustain HE on         

geological times. 

M= 6 10M= 6 102424 Kg Kg 

R=6 10R=6 1066m m 

NNpp=M/m=M/mpp=10=105151

HHEE=4 10=4 101313WW
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Reasonable modelsReasonable models

for radiogenic heat for radiogenic heat 

productionproduction

0

5

10

15

20

25

U Th K NR

CON
BSE
FUL

Heat [TW]Heat [TW]

••A naA naïïve ve chondriticchondritic model easily accounts for 3/4 of Hmodel easily accounts for 3/4 of HEE , mainly , mainly 

from from 4040K, however K, however 4040K/U=7.K/U=7.

••In The In The ““standardstandard”” BSE model (BSE model (4040K/U=1) radiogenic production K/U=1) radiogenic production 

is 1/2 His 1/2 HEE, mainly from U and Th. Predictions fixed to (10, mainly from U and Th. Predictions fixed to (10--15)%15)%

••A fully radiogenic model (imposing A fully radiogenic model (imposing HHradrad=40 TW, =40 TW, ThTh/U=4 and /U=4 and 
4040K/U=1) is not excluded by data.K/U=1) is not excluded by data.
* NR= Non Radiogenic heat* NR= Non Radiogenic heat
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The range of The range of νννννννν
luminositiesluminosities

0

50

100

150

U Th K-A K-N

CON BSE FUL

neutrino Luminosityneutrino Luminosity

[10[102424/s]/s]

• In any model, anti-νννν
production is 

dominated by 40K. 

• Th and U anti-neutrino 

luminosities are in the 

range (10-20)1024/s.

KA=Potassium antiν
KN= Potassium ν
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From luminosity to fluxes and eventsFrom luminosity to fluxes and events
•Since Earth surface is S≈≈≈≈6 10 18cm2 (anti) neutrino fluxes are in 

the range: 

Φ Φ Φ Φ ≈≈≈≈L/S ≈≈≈≈ 106 cm-2 s-1

in the same range of solar B-neutrinos*.

•For calculating  the (angle integrated) flux at a specific site one 

needs to know the total amounts of  radioactive nuclei and their

distribution**: Φ=1Φ=1Φ=1Φ=1 / 4ππππ∫ d3r  A( r )  I R-r I-2 Pee. 

•Estimates  of the crust contribution can be provided by using  

geological maps of Earth crust (which distinguish CC from OC and 

also distinguish several layers in the CC).

•Keep in mind that for the mantle, only very rough information  

is available.

*) This is different from the normal flux, which for spherical symmetry is anyhow                       

ΦΦΦΦνννν=Lνννν/ 4ππππR2
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Antineutrinos from the earth: Antineutrinos from the earth: 
a reference model and its uncertaintiesa reference model and its uncertainties

F. F. MantovaniMantovani et  al.et  al.
arXivarXiv : : hephep-- ph/ 0309013 1 Sep 2003, Phys. ph/ 0309013 1 Sep 2003, Phys. ReVReV. D. D
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The crustThe crust

•We use  a 2x2 degrees crust map, which distinguishes 

several components (CC and OC, upper, middle, lower…)

•For each layer we use the average of reported values in 

literature for U, Th and K abundances.

•We deduce uncertainties from spread in reported data
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The mantleThe mantle

•Geochemists prefer a layered mantle, however 

seismology prefers a wholly mixed mantle

•In the reference model we use geochemist 

description: for UM we take observed values and for 

LM the complement to BSE estimate

•We checked that  that uniform mantle gives essentially 

the same flux (a part from sites where mantle 

contribution is dominant)
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GeoGeo--neutrinosneutrinos , , MantleMantle
CirculationCirculation and and SilicateSilicate EarthEarth

�� WeWe havehave studiedstudied geogeo--neutrinoneutrino production production forfor differentdifferent modelsmodels of of mattermatter

circulationcirculation and and compositioncomposition in the in the mantlemantle. . 

�� ByBy usingusing globalglobal mass mass balancebalance forfor the Bulk the Bulk SilicateSilicate EarthEarth, the , the 

predictedpredicted fluxflux contributioncontribution fromfrom distantdistant sourcessources in the in the crustcrust and in the and in the 

mantlemantle isis fixedfixed withinwithin ±±15% (full 15% (full rangerange). ). 

�� A A detaileddetailed geologicalgeological and and geochemicalgeochemical investigationinvestigation of the of the regionregion nearnear the the 

detector detector hashas toto bebe performedperformed, , forfor reducingreducing the  the  uncertaintyuncertainty fromfrom

fluctuationsfluctuations of the of the locallocal abundancesabundances toto the the levellevel of the of the globalglobal geochemicalgeochemical

error. error. 

�� A A fivefive--ktonkton detector detector operatingoperating over over fourfour yearsyears at a site at a site relativelyrelatively far far fromfrom

nuclearnuclear power power plantsplants can can measuremeasure the the geogeo--neutrinoneutrino signalsignal withwith 5% 5% 

accuracyaccuracy

�� ItIt willwill provideprovide a a crucialcrucial test of the Bulk test of the Bulk SilicateSilicate EarthEarth and and 
a direct estimate of the a direct estimate of the radiogenicradiogenic contributioncontribution toto
terrestrialterrestrial heatheat ..
F Mantovani F Mantovani etet al al HepHep--phph/0401085, JHEP/0401085, JHEP
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The The referencereference model :model :
thethe Earth   as seenEarth   as seen withwith neutrinosneutrinos

111

3

93

75

56

37

21

Predicted  U+Th geoneutrino events 

[1 TNU=  1 event /( 1032protons x year) ]

*look at www.fe.infn.it/~fiorenti

TNUTNU
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Predictions of the reference modelPredictions of the reference model
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Our first predictions for Our first predictions for KamlandKamland

(nucl(nucl--ex/0212008 ,8 December 2002, Phys ex/0212008 ,8 December 2002, Phys LettLett. 2003). 2003)
ModelModel N(N(U+ThU+Th)*)*

ChondriticChondritic 2.62.6

BSEBSE 3.13.1

FullyFully radrad.. 5.15.1

�� ““The The determinationdetermination of the radiogenic of the radiogenic componentcomponent of of 

terrestrialterrestrial heatheat isis anan importantimportant and so far and so far unansweredunanswered

questionquestion……. ,the first . ,the first fruitfruit wewe can can getget fromfrom neutrinosneutrinos, , 

andand KamlandKamland willwill getget the the firstlingsfirstlings veryvery soonsoon””..

�� **EventsEvents normalizednormalized toto 0.14 100.14 103232 pp..yryr,  ,  εεεεεεεε=78%  and P=78%  and Peeee=0.55=0.55..
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Prospects for measuring terrestrial heat with Prospects for measuring terrestrial heat with 

geoneutrinosgeoneutrinos
•Remind that main uncertainties concern mantle.

•Consider Uranium geoneutrinos as a mean to determine 

U in the mantle, and thus to determine HU, expected between 6 

and 16 TW.

*)1kton mineral oil = 0.81032 p;  **assume 100% eff. ; *** maybe lessmaybe less if some reactor is switched off

Location Kamioka Gran Sasso Kamioka      Gran Sasso

Exposure** (p yr) 1032 1032 1033 1033

Reactor  events 207*** 35 2070 350

NU 18-44 20-48 180-440        200-480

∆H U (TW) 7.7 4.6 2.7 2.1

•An accuracy ∆∆∆∆H(U)=(2-3)TW can be reached with 

an exposure 10(32-33)p.yr*).

•Larger exposure not really useful,  due to 

uncertainties on U in the crust.
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The role of distanceThe role of distance

•We provide estimate 

of the contributed flux 

at Kamioka as a 

function of distance

•We find that 50% of the flux is generated from 

distances larger than 400 km.
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The The importanceimportance of the of the 

locallocal contributioncontribution

50 Km

80 Km

180 Km

Km

3.72 =mδ

Percentage contribution 

to the yield
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Comparison with analysis by Mitsui*Comparison with analysis by Mitsui*
Best estimate by Mitsui: 

N(U+Th)=32 events

(for 10^32 p yr)

to be compared with our

N(U+Th)=36

The percentage  crust 

contribution is also 

estimated.

*ICRC-2003
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Mappa Th/U

4.0

2.8

3.8

3.6

3.4

3.2

3.0

Ottenuta con: Crosta Standard + Mantello Sup. Standard:  a(U )= 6.5 109 ; a(Th )= 17.3 109

Mantello Inf. Impoverito: a(U )= 13.2 109 ; a(Th )= 52 109
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Japan  cross sectionJapan  cross section
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FAQ: Can we learn on FAQ: Can we learn on 

neutrinos from neutrinos from geoneutrinosgeoneutrinos??

�� Q2: Should I ignore anything Q2: Should I ignore anything 

below the red line for below the red line for 

determining determining θθθθθθθθ and and δδδδδδδδmm22

�� A2: No. I can tell you the event A2: No. I can tell you the event 

ratio: ratio: 

�� N(Th)/N(U)=0.25+N(Th)/N(U)=0.25+--0.05  0.05  

�� This  follows from  Th/U=4, well This  follows from  Th/U=4, well 

fixed in the solar system fixed in the solar system 

(meteorites, Venus, Moon) and (meteorites, Venus, Moon) and 

also in the Earth.also in the Earth.

�� This can be used to constrain This can be used to constrain 

mixing parametersmixing parameters

�� Q1:Can you tell me U and/or Q1:Can you tell me U and/or 

Th fluxes so that I can Th fluxes so that I can 

improve determination of improve determination of θθθθθθθθ
and and δδδδδδδδmm22? ? 

�� A1: No. Better  you give me A1: No. Better  you give me 

θθθθθθθθ and and δδδδδδδδmm22 and we deduce and we deduce 

amounts of U and Th inside amounts of U and Th inside 

the Earththe Earth
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We can learn on We can learn on 

neutrinos from neutrinos from 

geoneutrinosgeoneutrinos

•The Th/U constraint

N(Th)/N(U)=0.25+N(Th)/N(U)=0.25+--0.050.05

already gives some 

information:

-a (very) slight preference 

for LMA-I

-some  reduction of the some  reduction of the 

allowed parameter space. allowed parameter space. 

+ Th/U=3.8+ Th/U=3.8

hephep--phph/0301042/0301042

This constraint should be kept in mind when higher statistics 

becomes available.

LMALMA--II

LMALMA--IIII
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What about Potassium?What about Potassium?

•Earth looks depleted by a factor of                             
seven with respect to oldest meteorites.

•Elements as heavy as Potassium should                           
not have escaped from a planet as big as                        
Earth.

•Most reasonable assumption is that it volatized in the 
formation of  planetesimals from which Earth has accreted 
(heterogenoeus accretion),

•However, at high pressure Potassium behaves as a metal 
and thus it might have been buried  in the Earth core, 
where it could provide the energy source of the terrestrial 
magnetic field (see eg. Rama Nature 2003). 

•A long standing debate…

crust
U. mantle

Core
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PotassiumPotassium in the core?in the core?

�� ““Potassium is commonly invoked as being sequestered into the Potassium is commonly invoked as being sequestered into the 

EarthEarth’’s core due to: s core due to: 

(i)potassium (i)potassium sulfidesulfide found in some meteorites; found in some meteorites; 

(ii)effects of high(ii)effects of high--pressurespressures––dd--electronic transitions; electronic transitions; 

(iii)solubility of potassium (iii)solubility of potassium inFeinFe––S (and FeS (and Fe––SS––O)liquids at high O)liquids at high 

pressure. pressure. 

�� Each of these is considered below and rejectedEach of these is considered below and rejected……..””

W F Mc Donough “Compositional Model for the Earth’s Core”

2003
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UraniumUranium and and ThTh in the core?in the core?

�� ““An  EarthAn  Earth’’s core containing a significant amount of s core containing a significant amount of 

radioactive elements has been proposed by Herndon radioactive elements has been proposed by Herndon 

(1996).(1996).

�� This model envisages a highly reduced composition for This model envisages a highly reduced composition for 

the whole Earth and, in particular,for the core.the whole Earth and, in particular,for the core.

�� Unfortunately, Herndon has developed a core Unfortunately, Herndon has developed a core 

compositional model that is inconsistent with compositional model that is inconsistent with 

chemical and isotopic observationschemical and isotopic observations of the Earthof the Earth’’s s 

mantle and a mantle and a chondriticchondritic planetary compositionplanetary composition…”…”

W F Mc Donough “Compositional Model for the Earth’s Core”

(2003)
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EarthEarth ’’s and s and meteoritesmeteorites
((TheoryTheory ))

�� SinceSince wewe do do notnot havehave access access toto
mostmost of the of the EarthEarth ’’s interior, s interior, EarthEarth ’’s                           s                           
compositioncomposition isis estimatedestimated fromfrom the                          the                          
similaritysimilarity withwith CICI-- ChondriticChondritic
meteoritesmeteorites

�� CompositionComposition isis notnot the the samesame due                                         due                                         
toto the the factfact thatthat ““ volatilevolatile ”” elementselements
havehave escapedescaped duringduring EarthEarth ’’s s formationformation . . 

�� One One identifiesidentifies in the in the presentpresent EarthEarth ’’ ““ refractory&refractory& lithofilelithofile ””
elementselements , (e.g Al) , (e.g Al) whichwhich shouldshould bebe keptkept withoutwithout lossloss and and 
havehave notnot fallenfallen down down toto the the EarthEarth ’’s cores core

�� One One thenthen rescalesrescales abundancesabundances of of otherother elementselements toto thosethose
of of meteoritesmeteorites ..

��
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WhyWhy CICI--chondriteschondrites ??

�� The best match The best match betweenbetween
solarsolar abundancesabundances and and 
meteoriticmeteoritic abundancesabundances isis

withwith CICI--meteoritesmeteorites..

�� H.Palme and H.Palme and HughHugh StSt. . C.OC.O’’NeillNeill ““
CosmochemicalCosmochemical EstimatesEstimates of of 
MantleMantle CompositionComposition”” (2003) (2003) 
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The The chondriticchondritic

nature of the nature of the 

MantleMantle

�� ““The The remarkableremarkable resultresult of of thisthis exerciseexercise isis thatthat byby assumingassuming

solarsolar elementelement abundancesabundances of of rockrock--formingforming elementselements in the in the 

bulk bulk EarthEarth leadsleads toto a a mantlemantle compositioncomposition thatthat isis in basic in basic 

agreement agreement withwith the the mantlemantle compositioncomposition derivedderived fromfrom upper upper 

mantlemantle rocksrocks””..

H.Palme and H.Palme and HughHugh StSt. . C.OC.O’’NeillNeill ““ CosmochemicalCosmochemical EstimatesEstimates of of MantleMantle

CompositionComposition”” (2003) (2003) 
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CI or EH ?CI or EH ?
�� A. M. A. M. HofmeisterHofmeister and R.E. and R.E. CrissCriss (2003, under (2003, under reviewreview):):
EarthEarth’’s s HeatHeat FluxFlux RevisedRevised and and LinkedLinked toto ChemistryChemistry::

�� “…“…The The EarthEarth and the and the MoonMoon share a common share a common oxygenoxygen
isotope ratio isotope ratio withwith the the enstatiteenstatite chondriteschondrites ((classesclasses EH and EH and 
EL) and EL) and enstatiteenstatite achondritesachondrites ((aubritesaubrites) ) thatthat isis distinctdistinct
fromfrom thatthat of CI of CI chondriteschondrites and and allall otherother meteorite meteorite classesclasses
((ClaytonClayton, 1993), , 1993), necessitatingnecessitating largelarge contributionscontributions fromfrom the the 
enstatiteenstatite chondriteschondrites in in EarthEarth modelsmodels ((JavoyJavoy, 1995; , 1995; 
LoddersLodders, 2000)., 2000).

�� In In additionaddition, the , the EarthEarth isis ~30 ~30 wtwt % % FeFe, , almostalmost allall of of whichwhich
residesresides in in itsits massivemassive core. core. EarthEarth’’s s precursorprecursor materialsmaterials
mustmust supplysupply thisthis amountamount. The CI model . The CI model fallsfalls short, short, 
providingproviding onlyonly 18 18 wtwt % % FeFe, , butbut the EH the EH typetype hashas just the just the 
rightright amountamount……””
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HerndonHerndon, PNAS2003, PNAS2003

Few km U droplet, 

providing a  natural

breeder, releasing

few TW over Earth’s 

lifespan.
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Can Can HerndonHerndon breederbreeder

reactorreactor self self substainsubstain ??

�� Assume Assume UraniumUranium and and ThoriumThorium

kmkm--dropsdrops can accumulate in the can accumulate in the 

center.center.

�� Initial criticality was possible Initial criticality was possible 

due due toto the high the high 235235U/U/238238U U 

enrichmentenrichment of of approximatelyapproximately 30 30 

% at % at thatthat time. time. 

�� FurthermoreFurthermore, the , the 238238U/ U/ 239239Pu/ Pu/ 235235U U 

conversionconversion cyclecycle guaranteesguarantees

alsoalso a a stabilizedstabilized 235235U/U/238238U U 

enrichmentenrichment of of aboutabout 10% 10% 

�� 3TW can 3TW can bebe sustainedsustained forfor
the the wholewhole EarthEarth’’s s historyhistory

�� 6TW 6TW wouldwould havehave exhaustedexhausted
238238U at 4GyrU at 4Gyr
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EstimatesEstimates of of terrestrialterrestrial heatheat flowflow


